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Editorial Note
In genetically prone people, the body process of protein and

connected proteins triggers an immune mediated disease referred to
as Coeliac Disease (CD). Recent medicine studies have shown that
one in one hundred individuals worldwide suffer from CD. Such a rate
establishes CD collectively of the foremost common food
intolerances. Cavity patients feeding wheat or connected proteins like
hordeins (barley) or secalins (rye) bear a medical specialty response,
localized within the gut that destroys mature animal tissue cells on
the surface of the little gut. *Currently, the sole approach that CD is
treated is that the total long turning away of protein body process.
Therefore, CD suffers have to be compelled to follow a really strict
diet and avoid any merchandise that contain wheat, rye or barley.
Some authors additionally embody oats. Turning away of those
cereals results in a recovery from the malady and important
improvement of the enteric tissue layer and its sorbefacient functions.
Cavity patients aren't in position to eat a number of the foremost
common foods like bread, pizzas and biscuits or drink brewage.

Due to the distinctive properties of protein, it's an enormous
challenge for food scientists to provide sensible quality protein free
merchandise. The bulk of merchandise presently on the market
square measure normally of terribly poor quality. The areas lined
throughout the project were a close characterisation of protein free
cereals and therefore the assessment of those cereals as potential
ingredients for protein free breads. The characterizations ranged from
a close chemical characterisation to physics analysis of the ensuing
doughs, structural properties of the doughs and breads exploitation
advanced microscopic ways similarly as pilotscale baking trials and
sensory analysis. Novel ways to boost the standard of protein free

cereal merchandise were additionally covered; one example being
the utilization of specially chosen carboxylic acid microorganism with
properties like antifungal activity, exopolysaccharide production and
protein production. The utilization of specifically chosen carboxylic
acid microorganism will considerably improve the standard and shelf-
life of protein free breads.

One of the foremost issues related to protein free merchandise is
their texture. A part of the project was thus to research the influence
of a spread of enzymes like transglutaminase, aldohexose enzyme
and peptidase on wide selection of protein free cereals. It absolutely
was shown that enzymes will play a vital role in raising the structure
of protein free bread; however the enzymes showed completely
different interactions with the assorted protein free flours.

Novel process like high process was additionally introduced as a
method to make ingredients for protein free cereal merchandise. The
impact of horsepower was investigated on the foremost polymers
found in protein free flours, like starch and super molecule was
additionally performed. The results discovered that starch
gelatinisation and super molecule network formation at pressures ≥
350 MPa was obtained whereas a weakening of super molecule
structures was ascertained at lower pressures. Addition of HP-treated
protein free batters to bread resulted in improved volume and ablated
staling at two hundred MPa, whereas higher pressures didn't improve
oat bread quality.
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